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Effective January 1st, 2020, all manufactured molds and mold
parts will be painted Mold Red across all of Columbia
Machine’s global operations.
Columbia Machine, Inc. continues to invest heavily in the advancement of its
mold designs and manufacturing capabilities. Through strategic asset and
company acquisitions, Columbia is driven to maintaining its position as the
world’s leading concrete mold supplier.
In order to better leverage our technologies and offer top quality molds worldwide,
take advantage of our continued efforts to improve and increase operational
efficiency, Columbia has made the decision to adopt a standardized paint color
across all of its global mold operations. This change allows us to combine our
products into a worldwide brand to ensure competitive pricing and faster delivery
to our customers from any of our manufacturing locations.
Starting on January 1st, 2020, all manufactured molds and mold parts from all of
Columbia’s facilities will be painted Mold Red. Legacy paint colors (such as grey
and green color-ways) will continue to be supported when specified during the
ordering process. All mold repairs will be painted black, unless otherwise
specified by the customer.
With over 1,000 team members, five manufacturing facilities on four continents
and nine service centers around the world we are dedicated to improving the
products and services we provide our customers. Columbia is excited about
these changes and the advancements in our mold services as we work to
become your preferred full-cycle mold partner.
If you have any questions or concerns about the noted changes,
please contact your local Columbia representative.
www.columbiamachine.com
360-694-1501
Everything we do . . . always from the eyes of our customers.
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